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Introduction: Bilateral myringotomy tube placement is the second most frequently performed pediatric surgical 
procedure, following circumcision.  The procedure is brief. Sevoflurane is a common anesthetic agent for this 
procedure. The safety and efficacy of sevoflurane has been well documented. It has also been associated with an 
increased incidence of postoperative agitation upon emergence from anesthesia.
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 This study is to evaluate the use 
of acupuncture for the management of emergence agitation and pain after bilateral myringotomy tube insertion in 
ediatric patients. p  

Methods: This prospective, patient and assessor-blind, randomized controlled trial was approved by the 
Institutional Review Board. Pediatric patients aged between 1 and 6 years, ASA physical status I or II, and 
without previous history of myringotomy tube surgery were recruited for the study. After obtaining parental 
consent, the patients were randomized into one of the two groups using a computer-generated random number 
table. All the patients received a standardized general anesthesia technique with the parents present during 
induction. The anesthetic agents included oxygen, nitrous oxide, and sevoflurane. Spontaneous ventilation was 
maintained and anesthetic depth was be adjusted to meet each individual's clinical needs. Once the patient was 
adequately anesthetized, one group of patients received an acupuncture treatment prior to the surgical procedure. 
The other group of patients received the standard anesthetic and had no acupuncture treatment. Acupuncture at 
LI-4 (ho gu) acupuncture point and HT-7 (shen men) acupuncture point was used for this study. Manual 
manipulations without electrical stimulation were utilized for acupuncture treatment. At the time of surgery, the 
surgeon would report the condition of the middle ear. Anesthetic emergence was evaluated in the Post Anesthesia 
Care Unit (PACU). An observer, who did not know the patient's group allocation, assessed each patient's recovery 
from anesthesia in the PACU using agitation score and CHEOP pain score every five minutes until the patient 
was discharged from the hospital.
 
Results: Sixty patients, 38 male and 22 female with mean age 2.2 ± 1.4 years (mean ± S.D.) were enrolled in this 
study. There was no significant difference between those patients who received acupuncture treatment as 
compared to those who did not receive acupuncture with respect to the gender, age, weight, surgical and 
anesthesia time, and the condition of middle ear disease. Repeated-measures of the analysis of variance 
(ANOVA) indicated a statistically significant reduction in postoperative pain score at all time intervals in those 
patients who received acupuncture treatment, however the rate of change of pain over time was similar between 
the two groups. There was a statistically significant reduction in post operative agitation in the patients who 
received acupuncture when compared to those who did not, and the rate of decline of post operative agitation was 
faster among those patients who received acupuncture treatment.   
Although there was no difference in the duration of PACU stay, the need for postoperative analgesia 
(acetaminophen) was significantly reduced in those patients who received acupuncture (57%) compared to those 
who did not (87%).  
 
Discussion: Our study indicates that acupuncture may be a useful therapy for the treatment of emergence 
agitation and pain management after myringotomy tube insertion in pediatric patients.  Acupuncture significantly 
reduces both post-operative pain and emergence agitation, and speeds the rate of rate of recovery from emergence 
agitation.  As we are encouraged by our results, further research should be done to evaluate the effects of 
acupuncture at various stages of general anesthesia. 
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